I Don't Want Your Germs, Dinosaur!
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Dinosaurs love to ROAR!
Dinosaurs **ROAR** when they are eating.
Dinosaurs ROAR when they are playing.
Dinosaurs ROAR when they are shopping.
Dinosaurs even ROAR on their birthdays!

Probably because they are sooooo excited!
Every time a dinosaur opens its mouth to ROAR, it sprays its germs.
Germs are so tiny you can not see them, but they can make you really sick.
That is why dinosaurs need to cover their mouths. So the germs don't get out!
You can wear a **mask** to cover your mouth too, to make sure you are safe.
Masks come in different shapes, different colors, and different designs!
So next time you see a dinosaur ROARING, tell that dinosaur, "COVER YOUR MOUTH DINOSAUR!"
When everyone covers their mouth, everyone is safe!
And soon we might be able to play together again!
To have more fun with some Dino-friends and learn more about the COVID-19 virus and how it is changing our lives check out this site!

ATHOMEPLAY.ORG

To keep the learning going, keep scrolling down!
Words To Know

**roar** – a loud sound an animal makes when they are very happy or very mad.

**excited** – when you are very happy for something to happen.

**germs** – very small things that can make you sick.

**cover** – to put something over something else.

**mask** – a piece of cloth or plastic used to cover your face.

**designs** – the way something looks.
Talk To Your Child About:

If they have seen things look different around your neighborhood or grocery store

What a mask is - Think about any way they could make their own mask.

The questions they have about staying safe and what they can do at home to stay safe.
Young children can make their own mask designs! All you need is paper and some colors. Ask, "if you were going to design a mask, what would it look like?" And then watch the creativity and fun begin!